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Abstract 

A two-cloud architecture with a series of interaction protocols for outsourced database service, which ensures the privacy 

preservation of data contents, statistical properties and query pattern. In most of the organization, database management is the key 

component in the case of information infrastructure. In place of database management in-house, the computing industry has moved 

on the latest trend of outsourcing the database. The principle reason is that database is facilitated and handled in cloud server, 

which is outside the ability to control of information proprietors. In the database management, one of the necessary requirements 

is to provide security to the database by holding the information confidential. But when the database is encrypted there exist the 

problem of processing queries. Furthermore enhance the security while ensuring practicality and the logical and mathematical 

queries those plans can't give adequate security assurance against possible difficulties. Moreover, expanded number of queries will 

definitely release more data to the cloud server. The SQL Queries require a few secure database schemes for it sun deniable 

working, yet this at long last prompts privacy spillage to the cloud server. For numerical range queries (>, <) these neglect to give 

adequate security insurance. Security examination demonstrates that security of numerical data is firmly ensured against cloud 

suppliers in our proposed scheme. We have studied some of these research works and analyzed the best possible ways to come to 

the desired level of privacy preservation in the case of cloud computing. Some of the works studied are the fuzzy logic, range 

queries, CryptDB order preserving encryption and multi-cloud architecture etc.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In modern era it can be seen that cloud has taken the control over the IT business with its various points of interest. It holds the 

likelihood to change a broad portion of the IT business, making programming significantly additional engaging as an 

administration. Distributed computing is implied to as SaaS (Software as a Service)[7] since it renders the applications as 

organizations over the Web and the equipment and frameworks programming in the multiple server that offer those organizations. 

The hardware of multiple server and software is known as a cloud [7]. Private clouds are related to the inward datacenters of a 

business or other affiliation, not made available to the general purpose. Cloud registering in this way can be compacted as a mix 

of saas and utility registering, booting out the multiple servers. Security is the main worry of the distributed computing[1]. Cloud 

customers go up against security threats both from outside and inside the cloud. Protecting the data from the server itself is the 

main of the principle issues related with it. The server will by description control the "base layer" of the product stack, which 

effectively goes around most known security methods. As said the cloud server is accepted as semi-trusted.  

Aa  framework  that  gives  privacy  to applications  that  uses  database  management frameworks (DBMSes) is known as 

CryptDB  [9]. It permits to execute queries over encrypted data, similarly the SQL is extremely characterized the operators and 

queries over encrypted data. CryptDB tends to the hazard of an inquisitive database administrator  (DBA)  who  going on  to  learn  

private information  (e.g.,  medical data,  financial  data, individual data etc.) by keeping an attention on the DBMS server. The 

DBA try to learn private information by using different methods and security functionality.   

One  of  the  procedure  being  the  Order  preserving  encryption (OPE)[08][11] is generally used as a part of databases to 

process  SQL  queries  over  encrypted  data.  It permits to perform order operations on cipher text like the plaintext for e.g.  Data 

server can build index to execute range queries [3] and sort the encrypted data like the plaintext. In spite of the security reason 

well, even though everything it uncovers the order of the cipher text.   

Hence  the  purpose  of  security  protection  of  the outsourced  data  to  a  cloud  server  is  developed  by partitioning  the  

sensitive  information  into  two  parts  and store them in two different  clouds. Furthermore, a secure database service architecture 

is known by utilizing two non-colluding clouds in which the information knowledge and query pattern is divided into two clouds. 

So each cloud knows only its respective data and they are non-colluding so both of them know only part of the pattern of queries. 

By firing out queries on a single cloud we can’t be find out any private data.  Other  than  an  evolution  of intersection  protocols 
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for a client to  conduct  numeric related  SQL  range queries [e.g “<”,”>”,”< >” etc]  with  privacy  protection  is  additionally 

executed and it will never find out any order related information from any of the two non-colluding clouds. 

II. RELATED WORK 

X. Wu et al proposed data mining with big data[4] is very challenging task. It is troublesome for present and develop cluster 

preparing standards to adjust to the quickly developing information volume and the significant continuous prerequisites. Indeed, 

even part of work has been done on Big Data preparing and mining. The progress in new advancements and their information age 

at generous rate brought forth the Big Data. Subsequently, it requires a Big Data system to take a shot at the constant information. 

This structure gives awesome chances to the Data Mining ideal models utilizing Big Data way to deal with diminish the overhead 

of cost. 

Damiani et al introduced an approach allowing to perform exact and order searches over encrypted data using a B+ tree based 

indexing method [6]. The proposed technique is used for each attribute to efficiently allows order and exact searches over it. That 

is, a B+ tree is created over the unencrypted values of the attributes to be used to search the data. Then, for each node in the created 

trees, a couple (id, enode) is created and outsourced to the cloud server, where id is a node identifier and enode = lid ,E(value),rid-

it represents the encrypted form of the clear text node using a deterministic encryption E, lid and rid represent respectively the left 

and the right nodes identifiers. 

F. Hao et al have proposed a fast search algorithm for a large fuzzy database [5] that stores iris codes or data with a proportional 

binary structure. The indistinct nature of iris codes and their high dimensionality is controlled by the novel technique, Beacon 

Guided Search, which does so by dispersing a enormous number of “beacons” in the search blank. BGS is substantially faster than 

the present ES with an immaterial loss of precision. It takes considerably fewer memories and it doesn't depend on caching data in 

storage, in this way murdering the necessity for composite storage management. The pre-processing is simple and quick. It holds 

up to 30% errors in the query and also up to seven cyclic rotations. The plenty of memory put is tiny and rapidly affordable. 

R.A.Popa et al proposed CryptDB[9], a framework to protect the private information in databases from firstly the inquisitive 

cloud server itself and secondly the application server’s agreements. CryptDB basically comprises using the variety queries 

productively completed the encoded information employing an original SQL-aware encryption system. It confines the data exposed 

to the untrusted database server. Not with standing of substantial the assignment of safety safeguarding, still a few information is 

uncovered in the procedure. 

H. T. Dinh, et al presented survey of mobile cloud computing architectures, and approaches [2] that a cloud computing is one 

of things not fixed technology trends in the future since it groups together the more chances of both mobile computing and cloud 

computing, thereby making ready most good selection services for mobile users. This thing has on condition that an overview of 

mobile cloud computing in which its clear outlines, buildings and structure design, and more chances have been presented. The 

applications supported by mobile cloud computing including mobile business, mobile learning etc. 

J.M. Bofhli et al proposed the Security and privacy-enhancing multi-cloud architectures [1]. This paper works as an summary 

paper where creators spoke about the security in open cloud and multiple cloud. Also the high potential for security forecasts in 

cloud computing have been argued. Homomorphic encryption and secure multiparty calculation rules to be remarkably boosting 

concerning both technical security and supervisory compliance. Though there is no single perfect way to deal with cultivate both 

security and legal compliance in an applicable way. The confinements of these practices just originate from their constrained 

applicability and high multifaceted nature being used. 

B.Hore et al proposed database outsourcing is an emerging data management paradigm[3] which has the potential to transform 

the IT operations of corporations. This paper addresses the privacy threats in database outsourcing scenarios where trust in the 

service provider is limited. Specifically, analyze the data partitioning  (bucketization) technique  and algorithmically  develop  this  

technique  to  build privacy-preserving indices on sensitive attributes of  a  relational  table.  Such indices enable an untrusted 

server to evaluate unclear range queries with minimal information leakage. 

Z. Liu et al proposed order preserving encryption model for outsourced databases in cloud [11]. In this OPE must hide the 

request in the cipher text to accomplish high security. This approach will bring about the database server can't support the 

immediate request operations. What's more, it will hold back the utilization of OPE scheme. They locate that the majority of the 

proposed OPE plans did not take the measurement qualities in consideration and further present the useful measurement attack. 

They bring up that how to conceal the run of information dissemination and information recurrence is critical for OPE plan while 

supporting direct request examination. In light of the further research of Liu's plan he proposed another OPE display. With the 

assistance of the commotion and expanded space, they offer a few approaches to break the measurable qualities of plaintext to 

demand the cipher text just assault. The security investigation and execution assessment demonstrate that their OPE plan is both 

secure and effective. 

Shi et al proposed MRQED [13] – a confidentiality preserving searchable scheme supporting multidimensional order search 

over encrypted data. In this approach, a discrete integer values 1 through D is used to encode each attribute, where D represents 

the number of possible values that might be assumed by each attribute. Therefore, a binary interval tree BIT(D) is created over 

integers 1 from D. Despite this approach ensures provably strong security, it is useless in practice since a server needs to fully scan 

the whole encrypted relation to perform single order search request. 

Based on the work proposed by Dan Boneh et al. in [15], a public key based approach called Hidden Vector Encryption (HVE). 

It supports equality and order searches over encrypted data. Nonetheless, the complexity of range search per data item is linear in 
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the range size, which can be too much expensive in terms of execution time when the range size is large. Moreover, the proposed 

technique does not use any form of indexing to reduce access complexity that might be extremely expensive when dealing with 

large datasets. 

Wang et al enhance the efficiency of the approach proposed by introducing Maple – a scalable multi-dimensional range search 

over encrypted outsourced data with MRQED tree-based index[12]. They formally define the leakage function and security game 

associated to a tree-based public-key MDRSE. Then, by combining R-Trees and HVE they improve search efficiency while the 

protection of single-dimensional range queries privacy is ensured. 

Yin Yang et al proposed a ranked range query (RRQ) scheme [10], which can support both range query and ranked search. 

Depends on the homomorphic Paillier crypto system, we use two super-increasing provision to total multidimensional keywords. 

The first one is used to whole one purchaser's for the multidimensional keywords to a collected number. The second one is linked 

to make a synopsis number by increasing the accumulated amounts of all sellers. Security inquiry reveals that RRQ can achieve 

confidentiality of keywords, confirmation, information reliability and query secrecy. In the meantime more complicated pre-

filtering rules i.e. "and", "or", "not" is not finished by RRQ strategy. 

Rakesh Agrawal et al proposed Order Preserving Encryption for Numeric Data [14] that permits any comparison operation to 

be directly connected on encrypted information. Query consequences produced are comprehensive (no false hits) and complete 

(no false drops). OPES (Order Preserving Encryption Scheme) allows comparison actions to be specifically associated on 

encrypted information, without decrypting the operands. Therefore, balance and range queries and also the MAX, MIN, and 

COUNT, GROUP BY and ORDER BY queries can be precisely prepared over encrypted data. OPES outcomes are correct and 

don't comprise false positives , a value in a column can be modified or a new value can be implanted in a column without needing 

changes in the encryption of other values and it can be smoothly combined with present database frameworks. Encryption of non-

numeric information, for example, factor length strings aren't completed by OPES. Also while applying SUM or AVG to a group 

the values must be decrypted. 

Raluca Ada Popa et al proposed an Ideal-Security Protocol for Order-Preserving Encoding [8], which achieves faultless security. 

The fundamental process used is variable/mutable cipher texts, which suggests, the cipher texts for few plaintext values change 

and its validated that impermanent cipher texts are necessary for perfect security. mOPE is superior to anything OPE scheme by 

1-2 requests of degree. The same-time OPE security (sTOPE) performs such that only the order of items present in the database is 

known. mOPE and stOPE use Merkle hashing to protected clients against a malicious server. Though leakage the order information 

of the data in plaintext. Besides the prototype concerns only single query at a time where more fine grain ordering is possible. 

M. A. AlZain et al proposed the Cloud computing security from single to multi-clouds, it specifies security in single cloud and 

multiple clouds [7].Moreover determines some restriction and points of interest in security in cloud computing. Single clouds work 

on three phases SaaS, PaaS, IaaS. Clients and business organizations don't lose their reserved data because of malicious attacker 

in the cloud. It has a high capability to weaken security chances that affect the cloud computing client. Discover feasible to 

conceivable confinement. Nevertheless the facility availability is still a discontent and also there is a harm of administration 

convenience. 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sr. 

No. 
AUTHOR APPROCHES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

1. 
X. Wu, X. Zhu, G.-Q. Wu, and 

W. Ding 
Data mining with big data 

Deal with diminish the overhead of 

cost. 

For progressive rate requires Big 

Data system to take a shot at the 

constant information. 

2. 

E. Damiani, di S. D. C. 

Vimercati, M. Finetti, S. Para-

boschi, P. Samarati, and S. 

Jajodia . 

Implementation of a storage 

mechanism for untrusted dbmss. 

The unencrypted values of the 

attributes to be used to search the 

data. 

Need to properly design the B+ tree 

structure. 

3. 
F. Hao, J. Daugman, and P. 

Zielinski 

Fast search algorithm for a large 

fuzzy database 

It takes considerably fewer memory 

and it doesn't depend on caching 

data in storage. 

Performance not adequate when 

small database is present. 

4. 

R.A.Popa, C. 

Redfield, N. Zeldovich and H. 

Balakrishnan 

CryptDB, 
It confines the data exposed to the 

untrusted database server. 

Few information is uncovered in the 

procedure. 

5. 
H. T. Dinh, C. Lee, D. Niyato, 

and P. Wang 

A survey of mobile cloud 

computing:  architecture, 

applications, and approaches. 

Supported applications are mobile 

business, mobile learning etc. 

Needs clear outlines, buildings and 

structure design of Mobile cloud 

computing. 

6. 

J.M. Bofhli, N. Gruschka, M. 

Jensen, L. L. Iacono, and N. 

Marnau, 

Security and privacy enhancing 

multi-cloud architectures. 

Provides both technical security and 

supervisory compliance. 

There is no single perfect way to 

deal with both security and legal 

compliance. 

7. 
B. Hore, S. Mehrotra, and G. 

Tsudik, 

A Privacy Preserving Index for 

Range Queries 

Evaluate unclear range queries with 

minimal information leakage. 

Bucketization and algorithms are 

complicated. 

https://www.simplish.org/conversion/53BAB44C/
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8. 
Z. Liu, X. Chen, J. Yang, C. 

Jia, and I. You 

New order preserving encryption 

model for outsourced databases in 

cloud environments. 

OPE plan is both secure and 

effective. 

The proposed OPE plans did not 

take the measurement qualities in 

consideration. 

9. 

E. Shi, J. Bethencourt, H. T. 

Chan, D. X. Song, and A. 

Perrig 

Multidimensional range query 

over encrypted data. 

This approach provides strong 

security. 

Server needs to fully scan the whole 

encrypted relation to perform single 

order search request. 

10. D. Boneh and B. Waters . 
Conjunctive, subset, and range 

queries on encrypted data. 

It supports equality and order 

searches over encrypted data. 

Expensive when dealing with large 

datasets. 

11. 
B. Wang, Y. Hou, M. Li, H. 

Wang, and H. Li . 

Maple: scalable multi-

dimensional range search over 

encrypted cloud data with tree-

based index. 

By combining R-Trees and HVE 

search efficiency is improved. 

Protection of single-dimensional 

range queries is required. 

12. 

Yin Yang, Hongwei Li, Mi 

Wen, Hongwei Luo, and 

Rongxing LuSS, 

Ranked Range Query (RRQ) 

Scheme 

Achieve confidentiality of keywords, 

confirmation, information reliability 

and query secrecy. 

More complicated pre-filtering 

rules i.e. "and", "or", "not" is not 

finished by RRQ strategy. 

 

13. 

Rakesh Agrawal, Jerry 

Kiernan, Ramakrishnan 

Srikant, YirongXu 

Order Preserving  Encryption for 

Numeric Data 

MIN,MAX,SUM/AVG can be 

prepared. 

While applying SUM or AVG to a 

group the values must be decrypted. 

14. 

Raluca Ada Popa, 

Frank H. Li, Nickolai 

Zeldovich 

"An Ideal- 

Security Protocol for Order-

Preserving Encoding”. 

mOPE is superior to anything OPE 

scheme by 1-2 requests of degree. 

The prototype concerns only single 

query at a time where more 

finegrain ordering is possible. 

15. 
M. A. AlZain, E. Pardede, 

B. Soh, and J. A.Thom. 

The Cloud 

computing security from single to 

multi-clouds, 

Discover feasible to conceivable 

confinement. 

The facility availability is still a 

discontent and also there is a harm 

of administration convenience. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have considered the different procedures and conventions related with the protection conservation of the 

outsourced information to the outside cloud server. Arranged by the progress in this field a portion of the works incorporate the 

fuzzy logic, range queries, arrange safeguarding encryption and multi-cloud design. The Range Queries operate by implementing 

the RRQ can accomplish confidentiality of keywords, confirmation, data integrity and query privacy. At that point came the 

CryptDB which on a very basic level incorporates using the range queries gainfully completed the encoded data using a novel SQL 

careful encryption framework. However a few information is as yet presented to the cloud server. The request safeguarding 

encryption is one of the apparatuses utilized by the CryptDB which empowers examination operations to be particularly associated 

on encrypted data, without decrypting the operands. So that as it may encryption of non-numeric data isn't conceivable with this 

apparatus. Afterward the multi-cloud engineering was introduced which divides the sensitive data and query logic into two different 

clouds which don't have known about each other. However this architecture doesn’t support for queries such as SUM and AVG.  
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